
The store entrance, separate from the exit, is spacious and inviting
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STOREWATCH By Hippo Zourides

The FonTana Group  
continues its journey
Recently, we wrote about the launch of the new Fontana SPAR store in Atholl square, Sandton. 

In this edition, it is the turn of the new SUPERSPAR at the Wedge in Morningside, Sandton. The 

Fontana group has once again delivered a store that meets and beats the expectations of its 

customers in Sandton.

The spacious store is replete with wonderful shopping experiences that delight the senses and keeps 

the customer excited as she moves from area to area. The LED lighting and wide aisles help to make the 

shopping trip a pleasure instead of a chore. Experiential shopping is the name of the game and this store 

has achieved this objective, ranging from its well-appointed Bean Tree Café and special Feigels Kosher 

counter to the special pizza area and the made-to-measure florist corner.

To complement the store and only one door away, is the magnificent TOPS liquor store. Matching 

the demands of the area, the store not only sports a wide range of beers, wine and liquor but also adds 

a special touch by allowing invited customers to settle into the Whiskey and Wine Lounge to taste 

specific drinks on special occasions before deciding whether to invest R10 000 or R100 000 on a bottle 

of their favourite tipple.

All in all, the Fontana group of stores continues to deliver top class outlets that suit the needs of  

the local area admirably. 

The SPAR loyalty card is well sup
ported by the store and consumers 
are reminded of its benefits 

Clever signage adds to the fun value of shopping at this storeA novel way to cater for shoppers on wheelchairs 
and mothers with prams 
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The “living wall” of fresh 
herbs hides a column 
and becomes the centre 
of attention in the fresh
produce area 

The customers 
can order pizza 

to take away, 
but also for 

consumption at 
the coffee shop 

The  
freshproduce 
department 

welcomes the 
customers and sets 

the tone for  
the store 
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The homemeal replacement section is well stocked and customers have a great choice for both lunch and supper 

This fridge is  
dedicated to readyto
eat snacks and meals 
and is complemented 

by the juice bar 
next to it – ideal for 
office workers and 

housewives

The store is spacious enough to accommodate 
this Monster competition
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The store is dotted with special displays of imported goods 
to suit local cosmopolitan tastes

Feigels, a kosher food supplier, has a special area dedicated to 
prepared meals (the picture was taken on a Jewish religious holiday) 

This specially  
made structure 

features promoted 
items that require  

a special place 
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Although there is a proper charcoal and braai area in the store, 
the butchery was also given a small display for the convenience 
of the customers 

Black is used throughout the store – the egg display is a good 
example of this design principle

The freshmeat counter is just the right size for selling meat cuts 
on order, while the selfservice section displays the full selection

A general view of the front gondola run and the LED lighting

The bakery 
follows the store’s 
uncluttered look. 
Bread rolls can be 
bought on a self

service basis, while 
cakes are served by 

store staff
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The combination of “well” and “upright” display fridges works 
well for the frozenfood section

Careful thought was given to the position of the icecream 
section where plugs and fridges were planned to provide both 
impulse and bulk shopping opportunities 

A manned florist counter gives customers the option of buying 
readymade bunches of flowers or order them to measure 

General merchandise profit islands are dotted in some parts of 
the store and are ideal impulse vending points 

The checkout area is uncluttered and the space 
has been well utilised

The Bean Tree  
Café is spacious 

and the separating 
wall has been well 

used for display 
purposes and impulse 

merchandising



A slab was used above the cold room to produce a special 
tasting area – the Whiskey and Wine Lounge
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A view of the liquor store from the tasting lounge

Wooden shelving is evident on the perimeter of the store and 
suppliers have been given ample opportunities to promote their 
brand

The TOPS liquor store next door is a treasure trove of experiences. 
The store allows the consumer to purchase a limited range of 
popular wines Special lockup cabinet displays allow the store to 
stock more expensive ranges. Here, the price range is typically up 
to R 10 000 a bottle

Special islands 
dedicated to 

specific displays 
(such as beauty 
ranges, scented 
candles) can be 

found in the 
store 

Open to clients 
by invitation 
only, this area 
is dedicated to 
connoisseurs 
who may want 
to invest up 
to R100 000 
for a bottle of 
their preferred 
tipple


